Robert P. Summers is well known as the “Banking Lawyer of the Treasure Coast”, providing representation to nearly all of the area Banks. Equally at home at the closing table or in the courtroom, he has crafted his career around commercial lending and enforcement of commercial loan documentation.

A Florida Board Certified Real Estate Attorney, his practice includes all aspects of commercial and residential transactions, and the litigation that may arise from them.

With careful attention to detail, Mr. Summers is an expert in the drafting and analysis of commercial loan documentation. He has distinguished himself in complex commercial financing transactions and related litigation, including workouts and loan restructuring. His transactional expertise provides Mr. Summers with a unique perspective of great value to litigants on either side of borrower-lender disputes. More importantly, his skill in drafting loan documents and in closing transactions helps prevent challenges from ever occurring.

A founding shareholder of the AV-Rated® Stuart-based firm of McCarthy, Summers, Bobko, Wood, Norman, Bass & Melby, P.A., Mr. Summers is an aggressive advocate for his clients.
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